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Words with multiple meanings can lead to misunderstandings. Evolution is a vague term with multiple meanings. Evolution can mean the theory that very similar animals, such as Darwin’s Finches, have a common ancestor. Evolution can also mean the theory that single cell creatures and human beings have a common ancestor. Thus, the word Evolution has very different meanings attached to it. The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) claims that the Theory of Evolution is properly classified as the Fact of Evolution. However, facts are normally considered to be low-level pieces of verifiable information that are indisputable. In contrast, theories are broad claims that include fallible logical inferences as well as facts. Consequently, theories and facts are two different things. Mixing them only leads to confusion. Even the wrong interpretation of a single word can lead to severe misunderstandings. For example, President Kennedy made a trip to Berlin in 1963. At that time, Berlin was an isolated island of Democracy in a sea of communist rule. In order to indicate his affiliation with the people of Berlin, President Kennedy used these words in a speech he made to the people of Berlin: “Ich bin ein Berliner.” 1 Strictly translated, his words mean, “I am a Berliner,” in much the same way that he would have said, “I am an American.” In German, the word Berliner can mean two different things. It can mean a resident of Berlin, as President Kennedy intended. Or it can mean a type of jelly filled donut that originated in Berlin. The people of Berlin understood the intended meaning of President Kennedy’s words. Nevertheless, the urban legend that Kennedy compared himself to a donut has become widespread. The donut-story has been propagated by reputable news organizations, such as the New York Times and Newsweek magazine.2 The wide reporting of false accounts can make a story appear to be true, even when it is not. However, repeatedly telling a falsehood can never turn it into the truth. The widespread distribution of a story does not turn it into fact. Many famous scientists have told stories about the Fact of Evolution. Numerous people in America have heard such stories. Anybody who doesn’t believe that life evolved without the intervention of God is branded as non-scientific. But the stories of famous scientists are no more infallible than the stories of famous news organizations. The false accounts of Kennedy comparing himself to a donut are due to a misapplication of the dual meaning for the German word Berliner. Much of the bitter debate about the Fact of Evolution stems from the proponents of Evolution applying multiple meanings to the words Fact and Evolution. Many words have multiple meanings. Berliner, Fact, and Evolution are not exceptions. Here is the complete definition for the word “Fact” from Princeton Universities Word Net 3.0 Dictionary3: Fact (a piece of information about circumstances that exist or events that have occurred) "first you must collect all the facts of the case" Fact (a statement or assertion of verified information about something that is the case or has happened) "he supported his argument with an impressive array of facts"
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Fact (an event known to have happened or something known to have existed) "your fears have no basis in fact"; "how much of the story is fact and how much fiction is hard to tell" Fact (a concept whose truth can be proved) "scientific hypotheses are not facts"



This definition represents what I normally consider a fact. There is no room in this definition for a fact to contain contradictory hypotheses. There is no room in this definition for a fact to contain logical inferences. There is no room in this definition for any part of a fact to be false. If one defines the word fact in this way, then facts are consistent with a knowable and unchangeable truth. The NAS promotes Evolution as a “scientific fact” rather than a “common fact.” However, if one examines the NAS definition for a scientific fact, it is obvious that it contains a great deal of uncertainty that ordinary facts do not possess: Fact: In science, an observation that has been repeatedly confirmed and for all practical purposes is accepted as "true." Truth in science, however, is never final, and what is accepted as a fact today may be modified or even discarded tomorrow.4



The NAS definition states that scientific facts can be discarded tomorrow. This definition suggests that not everything promoted as a scientific fact has been repeatedly confirmed. Imagine always citing the Fact of Evolution with this qualifying information: The Fact of Evolution (which could be discarded tomorrow) is …



Adding this qualifying phrase makes the Fact of Evolution appear far less certain than a common fact. A fact that can be discarded tomorrow is clearly not the same as an unchangeable truth. Nevertheless, the NAS promotes the Fact of Evolution as if it has the permanent nature of a common fact. Thus, the NAS is promoting confusion by mixing multiple meanings for the word Fact. Also, consider the vague nature of phrases used in the NAS definition for a fact. For example, the standard of “for all practical purposes is accepted as true” is a vague phrase that is subject to debate. The supernatural resurrection of Christ is “for all practical purposes accepted as true” by a wide variety of people all over the world. Nevertheless, the NAS would not accept the supernatural resurrection of Christ as being factual. Challenging the Fact of Evolution can be an ambiguous task because the word Evolution can take on both narrow and broad meanings. For example, a narrow meaning of Evolution would be that Darwin’s Finches share a common ancestor and a broad meaning of Evolution would be that man evolved from a hypothetical primitive cell. These are certainly two very different claims. One could concede Evolution in the narrow sense (often called Microevolution) and deny it in the broad sense (often called Macroevolution). It would obviously require more evidence to prove Macroevolution than to prove Microevolution. Hence, stating that Evolution is a fact requires a more precise definition – i.e., is it Microevolution or Macroevolution that is being claimed as a fact? In Evolution: A Theory in Crisis, Michael Denton describes how Darwin used the finches of the Galapagos Islands to build a case for Microevolution.5 According to the
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Theory of Microevolution, the beak size and beak shape of Darwin’s Finches are a product of Evolution. The NAS agrees with this assertion: The different species of finches on the Galápagos Islands, now known as Darwin's finches, have different-sized beaks that have evolved to take advantage of distinct food sources.6



However, suppose a common ancestor for Darwin’s Finches had a superset of genetic information that allowed many different beak sizes and shapes to be generated. If this possibility is considered, then the genetic gain attributed to Evolution is not a certainty. In other words, the common ancestry of Darwin’s Finches could be explained by a loss of genetic information, rather than by a gain of genetic information.7 To understand this concept, consider the differences in height and body shape between parents and their children. For example, this Anne Tecklenburg Strehlow quote from Stanford University’s Ask a Geneticist website indicates that basketball legend Wilt Chamberlain was considerably taller than either of his parents: As you mentioned, some children are considerably taller than their parents. Basketball legend, Wilt Chamberlain, was a towering 7’1”. Strangely, neither of his parents stood above 5’9”. Of course, children can be much shorter than their parents, too.8



The most plausible reason for this sudden change in height difference is not Evolution. Rather, it is that Wilt Chamberlain’s parents had genetic information capable of generating children with a wide variety of height ranges. If a similar effect is possible with the beak sizes of Darwin’s Finches, one cannot be certain that a common ancestor did not have the genetic information to generate a multitude of beak size and shapes. Many creationists hypothesize that the created-kinds of Genesis were capable of producing a wide variety of physical characteristics among descendents – just as the current human genome allows for a wide variety of body shapes and sizes among descendents. Once the possibility of a created-kind is allowed into the discussion, Evolution is no longer the only possible explanation for Darwin’s Finches. The concept that God created distinct varieties of Finches with numerous minor variations may seem unreasonable. But that unreasonable scenario disappears if one assumes that a much smaller number of created-kinds may have split the original gene set of a created-kind to form multiple species. For example, this Don Batten quote (from Creation.com) describes how a male lion and a female tiger have mated to form a liger: Since the pair came together in 1997 in the Samsung Everland safari park in South Korea, they have produced 17 cubs. Such hybrids probably do not occur in the wild, largely because lions and tigers do not live in the same areas. Ligers grow to become the largest cats in the world— up to half a tonne in weight—bigger than either parent. Did God create lions and tigers separately on Day 6 of Creation Week? That they readily hybridize suggests that lions and tigers may have descended from the same original created kind—just as chihuahuas and great danes have both been bred from an original wolf kind.9



In other words, the common descent of different species does not necessarily imply Evolution, provided one is able to consider the possible existence of an original species with a broader genetic set. Therefore, conceding that species with very different
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appearances may have shared a common ancestor does not prove Evolution anymore than Wilt Chamberlain’s 7’1” height proves rapid Evolutionary change in a single generation. Denton has also pointed out that Darwin’s case for Macroevolution was based on the alleged evidence for Microevolution.10 Consequently, Darwin’s case for Macroevolution is a combination of two logical inferences: •



The different finch species of the Galapagos Islands originated via a gain of genetic information (Microevolution), rather than through splitting the genetic information contained in a common ancestor (not Evolution).



•



Macroevolution is true, because Microevolution is true.



The NAS promotes the concept that these unverified logical inferences of Darwinian Evolution have been transformed into a verifiable fact. To analyze whether this transformation is valid, I will start with the NAS definition for hypothesis: Hypothesis: A tentative statement about the natural world leading to deductions that can be tested. If the deductions are verified, it becomes more probable that the hypothesis is correct. If the deductions are incorrect, the original hypothesis can be abandoned or modified. Hypotheses can be used to build more complex inferences and explanations.11



Forming a scientific hypothesis is the first step in attempting to explain an observable event through cause and effect relationships. In order to explain the origin of Darwin’s Finches, two vastly different hypotheses have been put forth by Evolutionists and Creationists: Evolutionist’s Hypothesis: A gain in genetic information was provided by genetic mutations. The new genetic information allowed each of Darwin’s Finches to develop new beak structures with a different size and shape from an original common ancestor. Creationist’s Hypothesis: The common ancestor of Darwin’s Finches had a superset of genetic information that was capable of generating a wide variety of beak sizes and shapes. Each species lost a part of the original genetic information so that its range of beak size and shape is now limited. According to the NAS definition, a hypothesis needs to be verified before more complex inferences and explanations can be built on it. However, as Jonathan Marks has pointed out, we have “exceedingly little knowledge about how a body is put together from genetic instructions.”12 Consequently, without further knowledge of how beak structures are formed by genetic instructions, neither of these hypotheses can be verified. Hence, building “more complex inferences and explanations” on either of these untested hypotheses is a questionable practice. In fact, it violates the NAS definition for theory, which requires the use of tested hypotheses: Theory: In science, a well-substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world that can incorporate facts, laws, inferences, and tested hypotheses.13



Jumping to premature conclusions about the factual nature of Evolution is easy. Coming up with unambiguous evidence that proves it is a different story. However, the NAS is not at all shy about stating that the evidence for Evolution is so strong that it has been transformed from theory into fact: The Fact of Evolution?
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The theory of evolution explains how life on Earth has changed. In scientific terms, "theory" does not mean "guess" or "hunch" as it does in everyday usage. Scientific theories are explanations of natural phenomena built up logically from testable observations and hypotheses. Biological evolution is the best scientific explanation we have for the enormous range of observations about the living world.14 Scientists most often use the word "fact" to describe an observation. But scientists can also use fact to mean something that has been tested or observed so many times that there is no longer a compelling reason to keep testing or looking for examples. The occurrence of evolution in this sense is a fact. Scientists no longer question whether descent with modification occurred because the evidence supporting the idea is so strong.15 The contention that evolution should be taught as a "theory, not as a fact" confuses the common use of these words with the scientific use. In science, theories do not turn into facts through the accumulation of evidence. Rather, theories are the end points of science. They are understandings that develop from extensive observation, experimentation, and creative reflection. They incorporate a large body of scientific facts, laws, tested hypotheses, and logical inferences. In this sense, evolution is one of the strongest and most useful scientific theories we have.16



Some interesting observations can be made about this NAS effort to promote Evolution as a fact, rather than as a theory: •



The NAS states that theories contain logical inferences. Logical inferences can’t be considered as observable facts because they are based on creative reflection. Mixing logical inferences based on creative reflection with observable facts makes theories subject to the fallibility of creative reflection.



•



The NAS states: “theories are the end points of science.” That seems to imply that classifying Evolution as a fact goes beyond the boundary of science.



•



The NAS states: “theories do not turn into facts through the accumulation of evidence.” If this is true, then what transforms theories into facts?



Because the NAS defines the word fact to include logical inferences, the NAS definition for scientific fact lacks the certainty of a common fact. Logical inferences attempt to build upon facts to expand their meaning. Facts are like unconnected dots, while logical inferences represent an attempt to connect the dots to paint a picture. Facts are infallible while logical inferences are not. In the scientific community, the term Evolution refers to a collection of a large number of logical inferences, many of which are contradictory. Without an agreed upon definition for exactly what Evolution is, there can be no objective standard to evaluate the validity of the Fact of Evolution. In order to eliminate ambiguity about what is meant by the term Evolution, this chapter defines Evolution by joining the following two claims: Claim 1: A simple life form capable of self-replication was created by an unspecified natural process a long time ago. Claim 2: Over a very long time, this simple life form evolved into the set of more complex life forms we observe today.
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The basic idea behind Evolution is contained in these non-technical claims. But each of these claims can be described in technical language to make them more specific: Claim 1 (Technical): An unspecified process of undirected chemical reactions formed a hypothetical primitive cell capable of self-replication. Claim 2 (Technical): Each life form we observe today is tied to the hypothetical primitive cell by a sequence of genetic mutations. Natural selection has guided the process of Evolution by preserving mutations that increase the complexity of organisms and improve the ability to survive. Whether claim 1 is grouped with Evolution or considered as a separate claim, it would still need to be substantiated. Otherwise, Evolution will not rest upon solid ground. However, the following brief analysis indicates that neither claim 1 nor claim 2 has been substantiated with observational evidence. Has Claim 1 been confirmed? Scientists have been unable to demonstrate the creation of a “hypothetical primitive cell” in a laboratory. As the quotes from the origin of life researchers in Chapter 1 indicated, the naturalistic origin of life is highly speculative and not factual. Therefore, Claim 1 lacks the observational evidence to classify it as a scientific fact. Has Claim 2 been confirmed? If Claim 1 is not proven, then Claim 2 has a hypothetical starting point. Anything based on a hypothetical starting point is clearly unobservable. Even if an existing single-celled organism was substituted for the hypothetical primitive cell, nobody has ever observed any single-celled organism evolving into any kind of multi-cellular organism. Therefore, Claim 2 lacks the observational evidence to classify it as a scientific fact. Summary Neither claim meets the NAS definition for a scientific fact – i.e., “an observation that has been repeatedly confirmed.”17 No amount of rhetorical arguments can ever transform the Theory of Evolution into the Fact of Evolution. Scientific facts require confirmation by observational evidence. This makes them much more certain than the fallible logical inferences of scientific theories and hypotheses. Evolution, in the broadest sense, consists of a collection of stories that hypothesize about what might possibly be true. There is a big difference between a story and a fact Stories are here today and may be gone tomorrow. In contrast, scientific facts have a permanent quality that is subject to repeated observation. Stories may conflict each other, while facts never do. Only logical inferences drawn from facts may have such conflicts. For example, scientists have attempted to explain Claim 1 with a number of origin-oflife stories that clearly conflict with each other:18 •



RNA Originated First



•



DNA Originated First



•



Proteins Originated First
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Double-Origin – Proteins and DNA originated together



•



PNA (Pre-RNA) Originated First
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If you don’t understand the technical terms, don’t worry. The important thing to focus on is that five different stories about what originated first can’t all be true. Similarly, there are a number of different scientific stories about where life originated. Again, understanding the technical terms is not important. What I am trying to emphasize is that a set of conflicting stories about the environment where life originated can’t all be true:19 •



In outer space (Directed Panspermia)



•



On clay crystals



•



In a cold environment under ice



•



In a very hot environment near undersea volcanic vents



•



In an even hotter environment, deep in the earth’s crust



Scientific theories for the origin of life involve a wide variety of stories that have massive conflicts. Because of these conflicts, most of these stories have to be wrong. If most of these stories are wrong, what reason is there to believe that any of them are correct? That is the problem with rhetorical stories based on logical inferences. They have little in common with true scientific facts, which carry certainty with them. Now consider Claim 2 (the modification of life into more complex forms). Claim 2 is also based on a number of scientific stories. For example, consider these two stories put forth by Evolutionary Biologist Richard Dawkins: •



The Blind Watchmaker story hypothesizes that the blind process of natural selection used the errors of genetic mutations to build living organisms that have a complexity far greater than that of watches.20



•



The Climbing Mount Improbable story hypothesizes that impossibly high mountains of improbability were climbed using a multitude of small steps.21



The Blind Watchmaker and Climbing Mount Improbable both hypothesize that Evolution accomplished highly improbable events. For example, here is a passage from Dawkins’ Climbing Mount Improbable: The metaphor of Mount Improbable dramatizes the mistake of the skeptics quoted at the beginning of this chapter. Where they went wrong was to keep their eyes fixed on the vertical precipice and its dramatic height. They assumed that the sheer cliff was the only way up to the summit on which are perched eyes and protein molecules and other supremely improbable arrangements of parts. It was Darwin's great achievement to discover the gentle gradients winding up the other side of the mountain.22



However, Dawkins’ rhetorical arguments do not prove that Darwin’s hypothesis of a gentle slope is correct. What if the hypothetical gentle slope up the back of Mount Improbable is an illusion? What if there is no gentle slope of simple mutations that natural selection could have followed to create complex living organisms? Flashy rhetoric about such a gentle slope does not prove its existence.
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There are reasons to believe that the gentle slope postulated by Dawkins may not exist. For example, Michael Denton has pointed out that the lungs of birds have an entirely different structure than lungs in any other vertebrate.23 It seems very difficult to explain how a vital part of a living organism (such as a lung) could be so drastically different from the corresponding part found in related organisms.24 Evolutionists often rely on stories filled with creative reflection to explain away the severity of such problems. For example, consider a review of Denton’s Evolution: A Theory in Crisis that was posted by Mark Vuletic on the Talk Origins website. Vuletic praises Dawkins for his creative stories and he scolds Denton for what Dawkins called the “Argument from Personal Incredulity” in The Blind Watchmaker: Perhaps if more evolutionary theorists were around, we would have accounts about every single structure Denton could incredulously point to. But Denton really should be able to formulate such stories himself. The point is, pointing out how impossible it seems, at first glance, for a structure to have evolved gradually, does not constitute evidence that gradual macroevolution is impossible or improbable – it says something rather about one's failure to give hard thought to the possible means whereby complex structures could be generated.25



Thus, Denton is chided for an inability to formulate a story for how the lungs of birds may have evolved in gradual steps. Apparently, he lacks the creative reflection of Dawkins. However, stories based on creative reflection are simply not observations that have been repeatedly confirmed. Such rhetorical stories do not meet the NAS definition for a scientific fact, which requires the confirmation of repeatable observations. Evolutionists often use creative reflection to cover a lack of observational evidence, such as the missing transitional forms of the fossil record. In this quote, the famous Evolutionist Stephen Jay Gould describes the clear lack of transitional fossils: The extreme rarity of transitional forms in the fossil record persists as the trade secret of paleontology. The evolutionary trees that adorn our textbooks have data only at the tips and nodes of their branches … in any local area, a species does not arise gradually by the gradual transformation of its ancestors; it appears all at once and “fully formed.”26



Gould’s quote indicates that the fossil record does not contain the large number of transitional forms suggested by Darwin. To explain the missing evidence, Gould and Niles Eldredge came up with the theory of Punctuated Equilibrium.27 The concept of Punctuated Equilibrium is that fossils of transitional species were never formed because evolutionary change to species happened very rapidly with respect to geological time. The lack of consistent fossil evidence for the gradual change suggested by Dawkins’ Climbing Mount Improbable has long been known by fossil experts. For example, Eldredge describes how Paleontologists have long covered up the fact that the fossil record lacks evidence for gradual change: … we have proffered a collective tacit acceptance of the story of gradual adaptive change, a story that strengthened and became even more entrenched as the synthesis [Neo-Darwinian Evolution] took hold. We paleontologists have said that the history of life supports that interpretation, all the while really knowing that it does not.28
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The Fact of Evolution is based on the concept that compelling evidence exists for the evolutionary relationships between all organisms (current and historical). However, the creative reflection of Punctuated Equilibrium has snow sprung forth to explain the lack of observational evidence in the fossil record. Punctuated Equilibrium does not provide evidence for Evolution, but attempts to explain why such evidence does not exist.29 With the fossil record offering questionable proof, many proponents of Evolution have shifted their emphasis to the promotion of genetic comparisons as the ultimate proof of the Fact of Evolution. However, Richard Hutton (Executive Producer of the PBS Evolution Series) describes the fierce fighting that Evolutionists have over the following issues:30 Genes vs. morphology [physical structure] as indicators of relationships Punctuated equilibrium vs. more-or-less steady change [as the mode of Evolution] Issues with the molecular clock [which allegedly demonstrates steady evolutionary change]



Evolutionary relationships between organisms form what is called the Tree of Life. Biologists have created a set of collaborative web pages to gather information on the evolutionary relationships of the Tree of Life: The Tree of Life Web Project (ToL) is a collaborative effort of biologists from around the world. On more than 5000 World Wide Web pages, the project provides information about the diversity of organisms on Earth, their evolutionary history (phylogeny), and characteristics.31 ToL pages are linked one to another hierarchically, in the form of the evolutionary tree of life. Starting with the root of all Life on Earth and moving out along diverging branches to individual species, the structure of the ToL project thus illustrates the genetic connections between all living things.32



The two different means for classifying Evolutionary relationships (morphology and genetic comparisons) can only be controversial if they do not reach the same results. This quote from the Tree of Life website confirms that a controversy exists: The rooting of the Tree of Life, and the relationships of the major lineages, are controversial.33



Facts derived from repeatable observation do not exhibit the controversy associated with the Tree of Life. The reason that such controversy exists is that evolutionary relationships are based on creative reflection and not on observable facts. However, the NAS attempts to paint a very different picture of the Tree of Life that gives no hint of the controversy involved in classifying evolutionary relationships: Even more significantly, the differences between sequences from different organisms could be used to construct a family tree of hemoglobin and myoglobin variation among organisms. This tree agreed completely with observations derived from paleontology and anatomy about the common descent of the corresponding organisms.34



As one reads the NAS description, one is left with impression that the sequence of genetic changes that prove the evolutionary connection between organisms is well understood. However, is this true? Before answering that question, consider this Svante Paabo quote from a Smithsonian Magazine article (Paabo is the director of the genetics department at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology): The Fact of Evolution?
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The ultimate goal of his research, Paabo says, is to identify the genetic changes that make us human. Of course, no historical event can be reconstructed completely. But by studying our DNA, scientists will eventually be able to say which genes changed, when they changed, and maybe even why they changed. At that point, we’ll have something we’ve never had before: a scientifically plausible and relatively complete story of our biological origin.35



The quote from Paabo points out that scientific study may eventually provide details about how a sequence of genetic changes produced human beings. However, according to Paabo, “a scientifically plausible and relatively complete story of our biological origin” does not exist at this time. Consequently, arguing that the Evolutionary story of human origin is a fact equates to a premature conclusion. The NAS has stated that creative reflection is an important part of scientific theories. This chapter has demonstrated that such creative reflection plays a major role in the Theory of Evolution. However, different forms of creative reflection can lead to drastically different conclusions than those associate with the Fact of Evolution: •



Perhaps the “extreme rarity of transitional forms” is due to intermediate forms never existing, rather than to the creative reflection of Punctuated Equilibrium.



•



Perhaps the controversies over the Tree of Life will never be resolved because the creative reflection of an Evolutionary relationship is simply wrong.



•



Perhaps the future will bring certainty to the scientific understanding of how genetic mutations may have built living organisms. However, potential future discoveries are clearly not the same as already obtained observational evidence.



The current state of the Theory of Evolution is similar to a leaky bucket that has many gaps in knowledge and many very serious issues. Advocates for the Fact of Evolution have taken a set of scientific facts and attempted to connect the dots to draw a hypothetically solid bucket making their theory watertight. Their contention is that the holes in the bucket will eventually be made leak proof as scientists uncover more facts. Skeptics of the Fact of Evolution argue that the hypothetically solid bucket resembles an artist sketch that has been drawn using speculative stories. Some contend that the gaps in the bucket are so extensive and the inconsistencies so prominent that the bucket will never hold water. In other words, a leak-proof version of the Fact of Evolution is nothing but a widely propagated illusion. My personal contention is that donuts may have holes, but facts do not. I believe that the proper classification of “speculative theories as speculative theories” and “facts as facts” would eliminate much of the bitter debate surrounding the Fact of Evolution. In all honesty, the factual evidence for the “accumulating excellence” hypothesized by speculative Evolutionary stories is rather limited. For example, consider this “honest moments” quote from Evolutionist Stephen Jay Gould’s article The Ediacaran Experiment: We can tell tales of improvement for some groups, but in honest moments we must admit that the history of complex life is more a story of multifarious variation about a set of basic designs, than a saga of accumulating excellence. ... 36
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I regard the failure to find a clear 'vector of progress' in life's history as the most puzzling fact of the fossil record. …37 Heretofore, we have thrown up our hands in frustration at the lack of expected pattern in life's history -- or we have sought to impose a pattern that we hoped to find on a world that does not 38 really display it.



To be perfectly clear, Gould was a firm believer in Evolution. He didn’t believe that the lack of transitional species in the fossil record suggested that Evolution was false. But he was honest enough to admit that the fossil record has an unquestionable lack of transitional species. If the fossil record doesn’t prove the existence of transitional species postulated by the Fact of Evolution, then what does? In my opinion, the genetic evidence for Evolution (see Chapter 13) isn’t any better than the fossil evidence. Genetic comparisons can never prove the existence of missing transitional species. Furthermore, a variety of different organisms having similar genetic components neither proves Evolution nor disproves Intelligent Design. For example, a wide variety of different automobile designs include similar steering wheels. If the transitional species of Evolution are then left without unambiguous proof, why promote Evolution as a fact? That is a legitimate scientific question.
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there are a number of different scientific stories about where life originated. Again, understanding the technical terms is not important. What I am trying to emphasize is that a set of conflicting stories about the environment where life originated can't all be true: 19. â€¢ In outer space (Directed Panspermia). â€¢ On clay crystals. 
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